CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
A MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDER

“After nearly twenty years of Cambodian Living Arts, our job is changing again - those once young are now masters, they’re independent and have more skills. They want to use their art to have a positive change, in their lives, in their family lives, in their community, and in the world. They have their dreams.”

Keynote address at the 7th World Summit on Arts and Culture, Malta, 2016

ARN CHORN-POND
Founder of Cambodian Living Arts
Frances RUDGARD, Director of Program and Operations

"We kicked off this year hosting the 3rd conference of the Asia-Pacific Network for Cultural Education and Research (ANCER), in partnership with LASALLE College of the Arts, bringing over 100 arts managers, researchers, and policymakers from 20 countries to Phnom Penh. This was such an energetic and exciting three days, and set the tone for the rest of 2016. Seeing delegates from all over Asia react so positively to the closing presentations from our Living Arts Fellows leadership program was a great affirmation of the strength and innovation in the Cambodian arts community today. ANCER set in motion a whole new set of regional collaborations – at policy and institutional levels, artist-to-artist collaboration, between student researchers and experienced academics. And even within the year, we see those partnerships beginning to generate concrete results, inside and outside Cambodia. It is energizing and inspiring to be connecting with our neighbors, and I look forward to the next chapter in 2017."

Phloeun PRIM, Executive Director

"I must have flown almost five times around the world this year, between conferences, workshops, and forums all over Asia, and in North and South America, Europe, and the Middle East. So I’ve had time to reflect on some of the fundamental themes that CLA deals with; especially how culture relates to conflict and peace building. This has reminded me how important it is to share Cambodia’s story with the world; we have so much to contribute, and so much to learn. I wanted to bring the incredible people I met over the year here, and in March, we hosted the Living Arts in Post-Conflict Contexts Forum – a real milestone for Cambodia. Of the many outcomes, I am especially excited to be teaching a course next year at NYU Abu Dhabi, called ‘Arts for Transformation: The Case of Cambodia’ and to work with Paññãsãstra University of Cambodia to bring this course here. Back on the ground, I’m looking to the next chapter of Cambodian Living Arts. We are bringing our work into public schools by developing an arts and culture curriculum that we plan to roll out nationwide. To me, this could be the most significant legacy we leave in Cambodia. We started working in arts education within communities, working with masters and students, but now we have the opportunity to take this further. We can have a lasting national impact, with future generations experiencing arts as fundamental part of everyday life. When this is true, our work will really have been a success."

MESSAGES FROM THE DIRECTORS
ARTS DEVELOPMENT
Our arts development program has been at the heart of CLA’s work since we began in 1998. We support artists, troupes, teachers, and communities to sustain their work in the arts and to earn a living. We do this by providing training in both artistic and non-artistic skills, giving financial, administrative, and logistical support, and creating opportunities for collaboration and exchange. We award the Arn Chorn Pond Living Arts Scholarship to around 25 young people each year.

KNOWLEDGE, NETWORKS, AND POLICY
We support leaders in the arts community by helping them to improve teaching quality and to create and implement plans for their long-term future; and by seeking communities and institutions to support arts teaching.

CULTURE AND ARTS EDUCATION
We are working with the Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sports, and with the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts and UNESCO as partners, to better integrate culture and arts education into Cambodia’s education system. We will establish a pilot program in Phnom Penh in early 2017.

MARKET CREATION
A thriving arts sector depends on an enthusiastic audience who value culture and the arts. We raise interest in performing arts both traditional and contemporary, by staging festivals, concerts, and demonstrations. We also work directly with selected troupes and create paid performing opportunities, including our regular Traditional Dance Show at the National Museum of Cambodia.
LOOKING FORWARD

During the past year we have been developing a five-year strategy for the next phase of CLA. We will be updating our vision and our mission to reflect the changing cultural landscape in Cambodia, and our role within it. We will launch the new strategy in full next year - we are really excited about the new projects and programs coming up.

NEXT YEAR

Our program theme next year will be ‘Opening Possibilities’. We have worked hard to support new talent in the Cambodian arts sector for several years now, and we see a dynamic, forward-looking, creative generation here today. This network of artists and cultural workers run their own programs and initiatives. Thanks to their actions, the Cambodian art scene is now dynamic in a way that was a distant dream when Arn first started. This year is about opening possibilities further still - providing opportunities for more and more people to create, to express, and to appreciate the arts.

COMMISSION: BANGSOKOL

We commissioned Bangsokol: A Requiem for Cambodia, an extraordinary new composition fusing music, voice, movement, and visuals. It is the first major symphonic work addressing the traumas of the late 1970s in Cambodia, and the first collaboration between award-winning filmmaker Rithy PANH and renowned composer HIM Sophy.

The work, which combines traditional Khmer instrumentalists and Smot chanting with a Western chamber orchestra and chorus, will debut in Australia in late 2017, before coming to Taipei, Melbourne, Montreal, New York, Paris, and of course Phnom Penh in the coming years.
ARTIST DEVELOPMENT

We support artists and arts communities to build sustainable futures in the sector. Over several years, we have actively supported arts teaching in communities and helped small artistic enterprises to establish themselves. This year, we built upon that work, helping troupes and artists to become increasingly skilled, independent, and secure.
OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

COMMUNITY ARTS TEACHING

OBJECTIVE
To help artists improve their artistic and non-artistic skills, and build sustainable careers in the arts and culture sector.

ACTIVITIES
We gave financial and administrative support to the classical and traditional dance class at Cambodian Volunteers for Community Development and the Pinpeat class at Krosaing Roleng Primary School. Both organizations are now able to support their classes independently, and have full responsibility for managing and supporting arts activities in their communities. We provided a grant of $1400 to the Community of Living Chapei to produce a new piece and to present their performance to a local audience at the end of the year. We supported workshops, festivals, and other gatherings in Cambodia and around Asia by helping artists financially and logistically to take part.

LIVELIHOODS THROUGH ARTS

OBJECTIVE
To help strengthen the growth of sustainable arts enterprises and to support new and existing arts projects.

ACTIVITIES
We provided sales and marketing training to artists and troupes to help them become more sustainable. We worked with Krousar Thmey Foundation and Yike Amatak troupe to coordinate a workshop that resulted in the creation of a new Yike opera piece. We set up a masterclass for the new traditional dance troupe Yu Vek Selapak to improve their dance skills in preparation for their debut at our regular Traditional Dance Show at the National Museum of Cambodia.

HIGHLIGHT: DONDREY MONGKOL
Dondrey Mongkol troupe, who we have supported since they were formed out of a CLA music class in 2011, has established a business providing traditional music performances at weddings and ceremonies. They’ve used their newly-developed marketing skills to find customers, and are now a fully independent troupe.

“\nThis year we successfully added one more art form, Chayyam, to our repertoire - we now have two Chayyam groups performing, and they are doing well. We’ve had more bookings for our performances than last year. Importantly, we have updated our promotional material by putting banners into tuk tuks, and we have increased our network with our events company.’’

— SUOR Vannna, Teacher and Leader of Dondrey Mongkol
PICH Sarath,  
Teacher and Troupe Leader,  
Community of Living Chapei

“ This year was fruitful for the Community of Living Chapei. I am happy that we kept up the survival of Chapei Class. We did a very good job in turning our plan for workshops with Cambodian Living Arts into reality. The most exciting part has been creating our own original music, and, with the support from Cambodian Living Arts, arranging a concert to perform this on stage.

We have had more opportunities than ever before to perform our music at events; there have been more than 20 already this year. Even better, we earned a new sponsor; we generated very big support and recognition from the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, and also received a grant of 5000$ from Winrock International. We successfully made a DVD so that those interested in learning Chapei can learn at home.

We went across Cambodia to find Chapei players living in remote areas, so that we can know how many Chapei players there are in the country. I am happy to see many young people contribute financial support for our mission.”
In July 2016, award-winning Cambodian-American composer Chinary UNG led a two-week workshop in Siem Reap, aiming to spark new creativity in composers from Cambodia and the wider Mekong.

10 emerging composers and traditional musicians from Cambodia, 2 emerging composers from the United States, as well as mentors and emerging composers from Laos and Myanmar worked intensively with a world-class faculty of composers and performers from 8 countries around Asia and the USA.

The students’ pieces were recorded at the end of the two weeks. In Chinary’s words this was “the first time in living memory that traditional musicians have composed new work, as far as we know.”

“’To me, Cambodia has successfully preserved its traditions. What’s needed now is to create new music. [Through Nirmita Workshop], we took the first step”
— Chinary UNG

“I envision that we can create the repertoire for the next generation to come”
— IP Theary, Traditional musician

YuVek Selapak (meaning “Youth and Arts”) is a newly-formed troupe from Phnom Penh’s Secondary School of Fine Arts, led by teacher PHAL Saravuth, a professor of the school. We have collaborated with them to produce a new Traditional Dance Show at the National Museum of Cambodia, providing them with intensive training on eight dances with the help of AN Chhea Heng from the Department of Performing Arts. We also ran a stage make-up masterclass to help them improve the quality of their productions.

Troupe leader Professor Saravout is extremely happy with this new opportunity; “Whenever I see both local and international audiences come to see the show and love it, I feel very proud! I would like to express my gratitude toward Cambodian Living Arts for finding a market for our artists. With their advice and stage set-up, we can take the show to a whole new level.”

KONTOAMING ARTISTS IN NEW YORK

In September we took part in a unique art installation in New York, by Taryn SIMON. Her piece, ‘An Occupation of Loss’ brought together 30 “professional mourners” from around the world. For three weeks, the lamenters, chanters and musicians performed nightly inside 11 concrete towers in the drill hall of Park Avenue Armory, Master SENG Nom, the sole remaining master of Kontoaming, was invited to take part, alongside his two grandsons, also Kontoaming artists. Kontoaming music is a traditional but increasingly rare form of funeral music, featuring gongs, drums, and the Srolai, a kind of oboe. Master Nom has played Kontoaming for almost 60 years, but this experience was unlike anything he had previously done.

“To me, Cambodia has successfully preserved its traditions. What’s needed now is to create new music. [Through Nirmita Workshop], we took the first step”
— Chinary UNG

“I envision that we can create the repertoire for the next generation to come”
— IP Theary, Traditional musician

“I never expected that I would have the chance to perform Kontoaming and to lead my two artist grandsons to perform internationally in my lifetime. I am so excited and proud of my fortune and especially Kontoaming”
“I’m afraid of death but not the death itself - I’m afraid I will not have the time to continue Kontoaming to the next generation anymore. It is my life.”
— Master SENG Nom

KONTOAMING ARTISTS IN NEW YORK

In September we took part in a unique art installation in New York, by Taryn SIMON. Her piece, ‘An Occupation of Loss’ brought together 30 “professional mourners” from around the world. For three weeks, the lamenters, chanters and musicians performed nightly inside 11 concrete towers in the drill hall of Park Avenue Armory, Master SENG Nom, the sole remaining master of Kontoaming, was invited to take part, alongside his two grandsons, also Kontoaming artists. Kontoaming music is a traditional but increasingly rare form of funeral music, featuring gongs, drums, and the Srolai, a kind of oboe. Master Nom has played Kontoaming for almost 60 years, but this experience was unlike anything he had previously done.
We started a new partnership with Reek Sai youth group, aiming to extend our network and to get more young people involved in our activities.

We visited a Pinpeat class in Prek Eng Community, to which we had previously donated a set of instruments. We were pleased to see lots of young people taking part in their classes and performances.

We provided sales and marketing training to the Community of Living Chapei, Dondrey Mongkol, and Yike Amatak troupes.

We provided training in folk and classical dance to the troupe Morodok Komar Bassac.

We brought artists to United World College of Southeast Asia in Singapore, where they gave workshops in Sbaek Thom (large shadow puppet), folk dance, and Pinpeat music to around 600 students.

Krom Monster performed at Meta House and at our National Museum stage. This band grew out of a previous CLA workshop, and fuse traditional instruments with contemporary electronics.

The artists in Krom Monster collaborated with Mezcal Jazz Unit from France to form a new fusion group, Mango Dream. They performed in both Siem Reap and Phnom Penh.

We held a workshop at Phnom Penh’s Secondary School of Fine Arts to help create and develop a new dance troupe, Yu Vek Selapak.

We helped musical troupe Sounds of Angkor to take part in Bonn Phum (Village Festival), an annual community event near Phnom Penh just before Khmer New Year.
Next year, we will continue to work with youth groups like Reek Sai, and build new partnerships with groups in Siem Reap. Now the troupes that we have worked with are more independent, we will reach out to more artists and arts communities. To make sure our work remains relevant and high-quality, and is developed in collaboration with artists and the arts community, we will set up an artists’ advisory committee.
The Learning and Leadership program helps artists and arts professionals develop both artistic and non-artistic skills. Students and trainees build useful networks in the sector, and often increase their confidence enormously. This program overall aims to make sure that the arts sector has a supply of well-trained creative professionals in years to come.
OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

ARN CHORN-POND
LIVING ARTS SCHOLARSHIP

OBJECTIVE:
To provide greater opportunities to talented and dedicated young people, who we see becoming creative leaders in the arts sector.

ACTIVITIES:
This year we awarded 10 new scholarships and supported 23 students in total. In addition to receiving their bursaries, all students participated in our “enrichment program”, a program of trainings and activities that lets students build skills and networks which will help them in their careers. In addition, scholars used their creativity and curiosity to initiate and organize a number of events.

The Enrichment Program
In 2016, we redesigned and updated this program, developing a series of year-long courses that complement students’ arts studies. Students in their first year focus on Personal Leadership. In their second year, the program helps them to get to know the arts community. Third-year students explore the connections between arts and society, and fourth-year students do a project of their choice. This year, all students followed the first-year Personal Leadership program. Their sessions dealt with the themes: Who am I; Values, Vision, and Mission; Planning and Goal Setting; Living Values; Effective Communication Skills; and Teambuilding.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE:
To provide artists, administrators and technical specialists with the skills needed to secure regular, paid work in the arts.

ACTIVITIES:
Last year, we designed a series of one-day training courses in partnership with VNBK capacity development consultants. This year, we ran six different courses attracting a total of 50 participants.

The Scholarship Selection Committee
We are grateful to this year’s selection committee: H.E. VENG Serevyuth, board of Paññāsāstra University of Cambodia; MOENG Meta, freelance arts administrator; SO Phina, then a researcher from Cambodia Development Resource Institute, currently a CLA Program Manager; and honorary member Arn CHORN-POND.
In 2007, this scholarship allowed me to pursue my Bachelor’s degree of International Relations at Paññãsãstra University of Cambodia, while studying the artistic skill of Smot. Now, I can contribute financially to support the scholarship program. I see that it motivates the next generation of arts students to be proud of their talents. And those students will keep transferring knowledge of arts to following generations.

— FORMER SCHOLAR PHEUN SREYPOV

Sreypov is now running a successful Smot business in Phnom Penh, providing chanting for ceremonies. She has become our first local donor to the scholarship program:

“In 2007, this scholarship allowed me to pursue my Bachelor’s degree of International Relations at Paññãsãstra University of Cambodia, while studying the artistic skill of Smot. Now, I can contribute financially to support the scholarship program. I see that it motivates the next generation of arts students to be proud of their talents. And those students will keep transferring knowledge of arts to following generations.”

— FORMER SCHOLAR PHEUN SREYPOV

“PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 2016</td>
<td>“The Art of Teamwork”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2016</td>
<td>“The Professional Artists”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2016</td>
<td>“The Art of Personal Money Management”</td>
<td>“The Art of Selling”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2016</td>
<td>“The Importance of Having Contracts”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>“Social Media Marketing”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FROM THE TRAINEES

“I was delighted to participate in PD Training. It was my third time taking a course, and I got a lot of ideas about sales strategy. I believe that I can apply what I learn to my future career,”

— KET Senghuy, Painting student.

“I was very happy. I felt that everybody was free to share ideas and those ideas then were discussed. I learnt how to manage personal finance. It taught me how we can save money for use when we get old. It showed that financial management is very important from a young age.”

— SOU Senghong, Folk dancer.

Sreypov is now running a successful Smot business in Phnom Penh, providing chanting for ceremonies. She has become our first local donor to the scholarship program:

“In 2007, this scholarship allowed me to pursue my Bachelor’s degree of International Relations at Paññãsãstra University of Cambodia, while studying the artistic skill of Smot. Now, I can contribute financially to support the scholarship program. I see that it motivates the next generation of arts students to be proud of their talents. And those students will keep transferring knowledge of arts to following generations.”

— FORMER SCHOLAR PHEUN SREYPOV
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It has been great to see our students initiating and getting involved in some exciting projects. Some highlights include running traditional dance classes for school children in Takeo province; organizing group social activities to celebrate Khmer New Year and engage with the arts scene in Battambang; and moderating the post-show discussion as part of our Jolana Jongjam 2 contemporary dance festival.

OEM Veasna was chosen to lead the Royal University of Fine Arts’ 100 Year Anniversary Celebrations. SOY Chanborey was asked to be the Artistic Director for the launch of the 2016/17 Scholarship Program in September 2016.

"When I came to study in Phnom Penh, I was just a countryside girl in the city. But one year later, I could feel I change so much thanks to the Arn Chorn-Pond Living Arts Scholarship and the enrichment program. I’m trained to use critical thinking and to be confident to speak out what I’m thinking.”

— KET Senghuy, Painting student.

"Thanks to the scholarship, I can take an English course, which helps me a lot in my research to improve my drawing skills and broaden my network.”

— EL Huyno, Painting student.

"During my two years as a scholarship student, the way I speak to other people has changed - I am confident to speak in official situations. I will reapply for another two years, so that I can have a chance to develop more and also improve my language skills, which are important to be successful in my future career.”

— OEUN Sokunthea, Classical dance choreography student.
Students took part in a workshop on illustrating picture books for children, organized by NGO Room to Read.

Three scholarship students OUEN Sokunthea, SANG Malen, and OEM Veasna demonstrated traditional dance to six Korean arts teachers who came to teach Korean traditional dance to Cambodian students.

Students volunteered at a concert featuring experimental fusion group, Krom Monster.

The students visited the ASEAN Puppet Show and Chaktomuk Short Film Festival.

Students volunteered to support the 3rd Concert in Memory of the King’s Father at Chaktomuk Theater, organized by the Royal University of Fine Arts and the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts.

PAO Makara won Sabay News Online’s short story competition.

EL Huyno won a painting competition run by Cambodian Red Cross for the prevention of drink-driving.

HOU Cheychanrith performed his own creation blending traditional, classical, and contemporary dance, called ‘Recycle’, at Meta House in Phnom Penh.

Students attended a comic book workshop at the Institut français du Cambodge.

SANG Malen, SNGOUN Kavei Serey Roth, and POV Reaksmeay Mony worked with student musicians and dancers from the US who were taking part in an exchange visit. They created a piece called ‘Pin Panhchapor’ and performed at Chaktomuk Theater.

HOU Cheychanrith worked in Epic Arts’ film project “Shake It Off”, a parody video promoting the message that every person counts.

OEUN Sokunthea joined the 3rd World Conference on Women, organized by UN Women.

Kien Sehas led fundraising activities to support an arts community living Southern Vietnam.

EL Huyno won an award at National Cultural Day on March 3 for his painting.

Students supported our Forum on Living Arts in Post-Conflict Contexts as volunteers.

Students took part in a print-making workshop organized by Ralph Kiggell, a Bangkok-based artist.
NOU Samnang performed *Chapei Dang Weng* in a Phnom Penh concert aiming to promote Cambodian traditional musical instruments to young people.

OEUN Sokunthea and PAO Makara were part of the organization team for the Khmer New Year concerts in Battambang.

OEM Veasna and OEUN Sokunthea led the organization of the Achievement and Talent events at the Royal University of Fine Arts.

EL Huyno’s painting work was selected by NGO Room to Read for the cover of the books “The Elephant with the Long Trunk” and “The Proud Chick”.

Scholarship students joined CLA’s staff to watch the Cambodian movie “Poppy Goes to Hollywood”, which highlights issues faced by the LGBT community.

Students took part in basic video training, sponsored by USAID.

NOU Samnang performed *Chapei Dang Weng* on Apsara TV’s program, “Apsara Award Program”.

EL Huyno and his team produced an educational animation clip on waste management in Cambodia for a Digista Teens competition. Their work was selected for an international competition in Japan in December 2016.

Students volunteered to support our Sustainability in the Arts Conference, a part of Tini Tinou Circus Festival organized by Phare, The Cambodian Circus.

We selected 10 new candidates out of a shortlist of 30 to take part in the scholarship selection process.

Our scholarship students took part in organizing the event ‘Mouy Moern Alay’ at Chaktomuk Theater. The event was mainly hosted by Preah Soriya, a group of RUFA students, and featured 1960s and 70s films.

Next year our Learning and Leadership program becomes part of our wider Arts Development program, through which we will continue to invest in the people that comprise the arts sector.

We will offer young artists the opportunity to develop their skills and explore careers in the arts, with an emphasis on promoting creativity and innovation.
We support the long-term development of the Cambodian arts sector by:

- Creating and sharing knowledge about culture and arts in Cambodia;
- Making regional connections and collaborations;
- Growing professional networks of leaders in Cambodia, at home and in Asia;
- Supporting artists and cultural workers to get involved in cultural policy dialogue.

This year has been our busiest yet!

We hosted two major international conferences in Cambodia, as well as several events bringing together people in the arts sector from across Cambodia. Our team and wider arts community represented Cambodia at workshops, forums, panels, and study groups around Asia and the world.
We organized the third conference of ANCER, the Asia-Pacific Network for Cultural Education and Research. ANCER was initiated by LASALLE College of the Arts in Singapore, aiming to stimulate international inquiry and research in the arts sector with a focus on arts management and cultural policy in the Asia Pacific region. Over 100 arts managers, cultural researchers, and policymakers from 20 countries joined the three-day event, hosted at the Institut français du Cambodge. The session’s theme, ‘Vitality and Viability: Arts Ecosystems in Asia, was developed through conversations with the arts community in Cambodia.

The conference highlights included keynote speeches given by HUOT Dara, the CEO of Phare Performing Social Enterprise and Margaret SHIU, the founder of Bamboo Curtain Studio in Taiwan; and presentations given by CLA’s Living Arts Fellows, reflecting upon cultural leadership in Cambodia today. We welcomed delegates from 20 to 70 years old, from Ministries, grassroots collectives, and NGOs; we had artists, funders, arts managers and academics, and a mix of presentations, panels and break-out sessions. Eight young researchers from across Asia-Pacific were selected to present their work, encouraging new voices in Asian arts research.

“I wanted to meet more young people working in the cultural sector in this region, have a conversation…then go back to Taiwan and get in touch with all of you”
— YU Chuchun, Department of Cultural Exchange, Taiwan

“[I came to ANCER to] make informal connections, so I can get to know people and we can move forward – regional creative networking”
— Janet PILLAI, Independent Cultural Researcher

The Forum on Living Arts in Post-Conflict Contexts: Practices, Partnerships & Possibilities was the one of the first of its kind. We brought together 50 creative actors from around the world in the fields of cultural renewal and development, youth resilience, and social innovation. It was a unique opportunity to bring international attention to the role of the arts as a unifying and peacebuilding factor, and to the conditions under which artists live and work in conflict and post-conflict contexts.

Our peers working in Cambodia and in other countries and contexts discussed their on-the-ground experience and exchanged lessons learned. We focused on “South – South” dialogue and helping to develop a new model of partnership among countries from the global South that will improve the position of the arts sector in post-conflict societies.

We organized this flagship event in collaboration with Salzburg Global Seminar and with sponsorship by the Prince Claus Fund for Culture and Development and with in-kind support from Forum curator Maria FERNANDEZ SABAU.

“Art is crucial for the construction of memory in society. I carry home from this forum that this is probably the case all over the world.”
— Regula GATTIKER, Association Conncat, Colombia

“We bring together diversity of different places and approaches that use creativity to promote justice and freedom.”
— Oussama RIFAHI, Arab Fund for Arts and Culture, Lebanon

“It was a unique experience for me to meet the participants and to learn more about Cambodia. I am absolutely fascinated by the visionaries/practitioners I met.”
— Tamar JANASHIA, Culture and Management Lab, Georgia
We, artists, educators, students, activists, managers and donors from twenty-two countries - participants of the Forum on Living Arts in Post-Conflict Contexts 2016, believe that arts and culture are an essential element of vital, open, and sustainable society. The example of Cambodia, where the revival of arts and culture has played an essential role in the country’s rebirth after the devastation of the genocide, holds important lessons for our world. Today, the death toll from violent conflicts around the world has increased significantly, and 1.5 billion people are threatened by violence or insecurity. Even in societies considered to be at peace, there are violations of human dignity and self-worth by economic and political structures and cultural and social systems. Arts and culture have a humanizing capacity and a unique ability to promote tolerance, diversity, and social cohesion. The arts and participating in the arts allow healing of individuals and communities.

We urge all who value peace: social justice, freedom of expression, economic opportunity and individual dignity, to:

- **Advocate for cultural vitality** as the fourth pillar of sustainable development
- **Protect artists and arts spaces**, especially in conflict and post-conflict contexts, and
- **Improve access to arts** throughout all societies, especially in conflict and post-conflict contexts.

Since 2013, we have been partnering with Salzburg Global Seminar, based in Austria. In 2014, SGS launched a 10 year program to create a global network of 500 ‘Young Cultural Innovators’. They plan to grow this network through regional hubs in different continents, which help to identify potential YCIs and develop the network. We are supporting the development of a Mekong Hub, selecting and connecting dynamic young leaders in Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar and Thailand.

Each year, SGS hosts a forum for 50 YCIs. It is a week-long program of networking, training, sharing and creativity. After the week, the YCIs remain part of the global network, and over time, as the network grows, will start their own programs in their region, via the hubs.

In October 2015, we sent two YCIs from Cambodia to join the Forum, SO Phina and MOENG Meta. In December 2015, they along with the YCIs from 2014, HUOT Dara and ONN Sokny, hosted an energetic session with the US Embassy’s Young SE Asia Leadership Initiative network, to share about their work in arts and culture and to talk about the impact of culture in society. We continued our great partnership with the US Embassy in March 2016, when the embassy hosted a lively event for the Fellows alumni network.

In October 2016, we will send 2 YCIs from Cambodia, one from Laos and one from Vietnam. As the KNP program grows, and our network gets more active, we will start to do collaborative programs and projects in the Mekong Region.
ONGOING: LIVING ARTS FELLOWS

Our Living Arts Fellows program continues; the 2015 cohort completed the program in January, with a public presentation and panel discussion in front of an audience of over 100 people from around Asia, at the ANCER conference.

In May/June, thanks to a partnership with Bamboo Curtain Studio, we organized a two week exchange visit to Taiwan. Following an open call, 4 members of the Fellows Alumni network took part. They discussed art, culture, education, and cultural policy with people ranging from grassroots artists to organization directors. They noted how closely related these areas are, and how one of their responsibilities as cultural leaders is to be able to bridge different disciplines, and different perspectives. It was a wonderful introduction to many new ideas and new relationships.

In June we launched the fourth year of the Living Arts Fellows program. Next year, the four fellows will take part in a series of Living Arts Labs around Cambodia as well as an exchange visit to Vietnam. They will meet cultural leaders from around the Asia-Pacific, and have the opportunity to discuss topics ranging from community engagement to the politics of arts spaces.

MEET THE 2016 FELLOWS

CHHAN Dina, Visual Artist
Dina works in a range of media including painting and sculpture. Her recent work is largely abstract, dealing with themes of life, music and everyday activities. She teaches visual art in a number of orphanages and international schools. Dina plans to continue making dynamic and engaging works of art, and hopes to open a workshop and gallery in Phnom Penh.

HUOT Dara, CEO of Phare Performing Social Enterprise (PPSE)

KOR Borin, Head of Cultural Department, Institut Français du Cambodge (IFC)
Borin has been in his role at the IFC since 2006 and is responsible for their cultural programming, coordinating exhibitions, shows, conferences, cinema screenings, and festivals. He would like to stay working at the IFC, and to continue curating interesting and valuable cultural activities for people living in Phnom Penh.

Hélène VEAL, Founder, SAMAY.TV
Hélène launched the first Cambodian internet TV channel, SAMAY.TV, with the mission to deliver entertaining and meaningful programs that both inspire people and broaden their knowledge. Her ambition for SAMAY.TV is to make it the first platform that promotes Cambodian video content, including culture.

INSPIRING WOMEN IN THE ARTS

We would like to see more women involved in arts. In March, we partnered with SAMAY.TV to make a series of five short videos, promoting great women from different institutions, who work with arts in very different ways. What they have in common is that their work is creative, engaging and inspiring to others. Our goal is that these videos will help to inspire more young women to get involved in arts. Thanks to all the remarkable women who gave their time to this project. You can find the videos on our YouTube channel.
JANUARY 2016
We host the 3rd conference of ANCER, the Asia-Pacific Network for Cultural Education and Research and attract over 100 delegates from more than 20 countries to Phnom Penh.

MARCH 2016
We host the first Forum on Living Arts in Post-Conflict Contexts in Phnom Penh, bringing together over 50 creative actors working in fields related to post-conflict transformation through arts and culture from around the world.

APRIL 2016
We co-organize a one-day conference in Phnom Penh on ‘Sustainability in the Performing Arts’ for artists, students, and other cultural workers from around Cambodia as part of Phare, The Cambodian Circus’s Tini Tinou festival.

USA
September 2016:
We present on ‘The Role of Arts in Rebuilding Post-Conflict Nations’ at Philanthropy New York’s program ‘Healing from and Preventing Conflict: The Unique Power of the Arts’.

THAILAND
May 2016:
We nominated former Arn Chorn-Pond Scholarship student PHEUN Srey Pov to join the Asian Women Social Entrepreneurs Conference organized by Association for the Promotion of the Status of Women in Bangkok.

Malaysia
August 2016:
We join the International Council for Traditional Music (ICTM) Study Group for the Performing Arts of Southeast Asia. SONG Seng presented about our work with traditional shadow puppets, Men Mao from Sounds of Angkor gave a Smot workshop and musical demonstration, and Van Sophenavouth of Wat Bo Puppet Troupe led a workshop. Seng was nominated to represent Cambodia as part of the ICTM.
VIETNAM
October 2015:
We take part in UNESCO’s series of collaborative projects in safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage in the Southeast Asian region, based in Ho Chi Minh City.

JAPAN
February 2016:
We take part in ‘Creative Hubs’, a networking meeting for creative leaders hosted in Ho Chi Minh City by the British Council.

KOREA
October 2015:
We join the Jeju 4.3 Peace Forum, organized by World Culture Open.

October 2015:
We joined the Performing Arts Market Seoul and brought partner organizations from Cambodia to share their work too.

November 2015:
Asia-Europe Foundation’s (ASEF) Creative Cities Forum in Seoul - we contribute the foreword to the leadership chapter of their publication.

TAIWAN
October 2015:
We are invited to join the South East Asia Advisory Committee meeting on cultural policy.

HONG KONG
October 2015:
We join the Arts & Museum Summit, run by the Asia Society, for the protection of Intangible Cultural Heritage.

CAMBODIA
January 2016:
We take part in the Creative Entrepreneurs & Retailers Conference organized by Leap Inspire in Cambodia.

October 2015:
We join the Tokyo Performing Arts Market organized by the Japan Foundation.

AUSTRALIA
June 2016:
We join the International Society for Performing Arts Congress in Sydney.

KOREA
October 2015:
We join the Performing Arts Market Seoul and brought partner organizations from Cambodia to share their work too.

We are excited to continue our Living Arts Fellows program, now in its fourth year. The alumni association from this program and our previous Creative Leaders program is now 30-strong, and we will make sure that all the incredible members of this network are able to meet, share ideas, and collaborate on shared projects.

We will initiate further programs to support and encourage research in Cambodia into the arts and culture sector, and organize the more regular conferences in Cambodia. We will focus on engaging young artists and cultural workers and expanding access to cultural discourse, networks, and knowledge.

Finally, we are working towards the creation of a ‘Heritage Hub’ in Siem Reap – a center for artistic projects and research related to the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Cambodia, with strong regional links.
A thriving arts sector depends upon enthusiastic audiences. Our Market Creation program aims to inspire interest in performing arts from the audience side, both locally and internationally. We also directly provide paid performance opportunities for artists through our Creative Industries projects.
OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

OBJECTIVES:
We want to create fairly-paid jobs for art professionals and increase the supply of high-quality performing arts. We also want to develop our own brand of cultural activities, and to generate income for Cambodian Living Arts through performances and workshops.

ACTIVITIES:
We staged a Traditional Dance Show at our theater at the National Museum, working with two troupes. We also set up workshops and private performances, in music, dance, and shadow puppetry, in both Phnom Penh and Siem Reap.

LOCAL AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVES:
We work to increase the demand for quality performing arts, especially among young people. We do this by staging demonstrations, one-off shows, and festivals, which give young audiences the opportunity to experience arts.

ACTIVITIES:
We worked with Reek Sai youth group to stage a series of 12 traditional arts demonstrations, which include presentations, short performances and audience discussion and are aimed at young people. We organized Jolana Jongjam 2, a youth-oriented contemporary dance festival, as well as various other traditional and contemporary performances.
LIVING ARTS EXPERIENCES

These are our set of interactive arts activities aimed at tourists. We run half-day workshops, private lessons, private performances, and longer cultural tours, which give visitors the opportunity to understand Cambodian arts and culture on a deeper and more personal level. We put together almost 70 different experiences, around Cambodia and abroad.

WORKSHOPS AROUND ASIA

We worked with five artists to host a dance workshop in Singapore at Namyang Academy of Fine Arts. 120 students of theater, dance, engineering, architecture and fine arts took part, as part of a project on Angkor Wat. We are hoping to welcome some of the students to Cambodia in November next year.

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

We worked with Reek Sai, a Phnom Penh-based youth group, giving them a grant to run traditional arts demonstrations in four different forms; Chapei, Yike, Pinpeat, and Mohori. Reek Sai were really successful in using their network to attract new young Cambodian audiences, with most of the demonstrations selling out entirely. This was the first year that we sold tickets for demonstrations, instead of making them free - a really encouraging sign for the future of performing arts in Cambodia. This project not only raised interest in traditional performing arts but also increased our reach to young people, and gave Reek Sai group valuable marketing experience.

“I worked so hard then it paid off. I would love to say thank you so much for giving me a great opportunity to learn more and earn more experiences. I would like CLA to cooperate with our team again next year and I want to take part, the same as before.

From the experience of working with CLA I’ve got a great invitation from Peace Corps Cambodia to be one of volunteers at their festival next year.”

— TIM Sovannarong,
Reek Sai member and leader of the demonstration project

TRADITIONAL DANCE SHOW

Our Traditional Dance Show at our theater at the National Museum of Cambodia provided fairly paid work to about 100 artists and arts professionals from the troupes Morodok Komar Bassac and Yu Vek Selapak. Over 20,000 people saw the show this year, and our revenue was over $213,000.
This year we hosted Jolana Jongjam 2 (Movement Memory), a festival of contemporary dance, over four nights in September, building on the success of the first Jolana Jongjam last year.

Kampot-based inclusive dance troupe Epic Encounters performed their pieces ‘Come Back Brighter’, and ‘Krama’, both of which explore questions of Cambodian history and identity. New Cambodian Artists, an all-female contemporary troupe based in Siem Reap premiered their new piece ‘Dance to the Moon’, about the joy and the pain it brings to be a dancer.

This year, as well as staging performances at the National Museum, we put on shows at Paññasastra University of Cambodia (PUC) and the American University of Phnom Penh. This was a great opportunity to reach more young people, and build our links with student communities in Phnom Penh. These evenings also included lively post-show discussions, where the students were able to ask the dancers about both their performances and their work in the arts.

“I had the chance to make good connections through arts with artists from Epic Arts and NCA as well as with the audience. I was happy to see arts organizations come together to host this event. Another good memory was that I could learn more about our history, and I believed that the audience felt this too. This performance also caught the attention of international audiences, and showed Cambodia’s potential in arts,” — PO Sakun, artist from Epic Arts.

**HAPPY CHANDARA SCHOOL**

We ran a three-week workshop at Happy Chandara School in Phnom Penh, which provides high-quality education to more than 1,000 under-privileged girls. Students learned Yike opera, classical and folk dance, music, and Sbaek Touch (small shadow puppets). 50 people were employed through the project.

**YIKE OPERA TOUR**

We supported a collaboration between Yike Amatak and Krousar Thmey, an NGO that works with underprivileged children. The artists taught students Yike opera skills, and together they developed a new opera piece that promotes the opportunities that Krousar Thmey provides to children with disabilities. Their arts program already included music and dance, so this collaboration gave Krousar Thmey’s students and artists an opportunity to learn a new art form. The artists from Yike Amatak also gained new experiences of teaching and collaborating to create an original piece, and learned about performing for advocacy. The joint performance toured three provinces and around 1,000 people learned about Krousar Thmey through Yike opera.

“My students and artists had a great time experiencing the transfer of their arts knowledge to the next generation. They also learnt how to lead and perform with the newly trained students at both schools.”

– UY Latavan, Troupe Leader of Yike Amatak

**JOLANA JONGJAM 2**

This year we hosted Jolana Jongjam 2 (Movement Memory), a festival of contemporary dance, over four nights in September, building on the success of the first Jolana Jongjam last year.

Kampot-based inclusive dance troupe Epic Encounters performed their pieces ‘Come Back Brighter’, and ‘Krama’, both of which explore questions of Cambodian history and identity. New Cambodian Artists, an all-female contemporary troupe based in Siem Reap premiered their new piece ‘Dance to the Moon’, about the joy and the pain it brings to be a dancer.

This year, as well as staging performances at the National Museum, we put on shows at Paññasastra University of Cambodia (PUC) and the American University of Phnom Penh. This was a great opportunity to reach more young people, and build our links with student communities in Phnom Penh. These evenings also included lively post-show discussions, where the students were able to ask the dancers about both their performances and their work in the arts.

“I had the chance to make good connections through arts with artists from Epic Arts and NCA as well as with the audience. I was happy to see arts organizations come together to host this event. Another good memory was that I could learn more about our history, and I believed that the audience felt this too. This performance also caught the attention of international audiences, and showed Cambodia’s potential in arts,” — PO Sakun, artist from Epic Arts.
PERFORMANCES AND FESTIVALS

“BEST EXPERIENCE IN PHNOM PENH BY FAR!”

“AUTHENTIC AND PERFECT IN EVERY WAY”

ARTS DEMONSTRATIONS

“A FLAWLESS EXPERIENCE OF CAMBODIAN ART AND DANCE”

LIVING ART EXPERIENCE
20 000 GUESTS at our Traditional Dance Show

“MESMERIZING, truly one of the things you must do in Phnom Penh”*

TRADITIONAL DANCE SHOW

66 Living Arts Experiences hosted

* Comments from TripAdvisor.com
**FINANCIAL INFORMATION**

### INCOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$428,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earned Income</td>
<td>$406,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind Donations</td>
<td>$20,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>$374,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$1,229,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>$842,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Management</td>
<td>$189,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$169,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$1,202,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Balance** $27,100

---

### CLA INCOME SOURCES


- Earned income: 33%
- Grants: 30%
- Contributions: 35%
- In Kind donations: 2%

---

### CLA EXPENDITURE


- Program: 70%
- General Management: 16%
- Fundraising: 14%

---

### MEET THE TEAM

**EN Sormanak** – Program Administrator

**YON Sokhorn** – Senior Program Coordinator

**Phloeun Prim** – Director of Program & Operations

**Frances Rudgard** – Senior Production Coordinator

**Cho Sovorn** – Sales & Marketing Coordinator

**Chhuon Sarin** – Enterprises Manager

**Ly Vathana** – Sales & Marketing Coordinator

**CHHUON Sarin Enterprises**

**CHANN Sovorn** – Sales & Marketing Consultant

**LY Vathana** – Sales & Marketing Coordinator

**CHHIN** – Marketing Coordinator

**VY Lengcheng** – Sales and Marketing Coordinator

**CHHIN Vanouen** – Senior Sales Consultant

**POK Sarith** – Facilities Coordinator

**THY Ravath** – Sales Consultant

**ROEUN Rina** – Senior Production Coordinator

---
R. Kelley BONN – Outgoing Board Chair
What a difference a year makes! I was proud to see CLA take a giant step toward the vision of transformation through the arts. During 2016, arts practitioners and leaders from around the globe convened several times in Phnom Penh to experience the dynamism of Cambodia’s arts renewal. Peers from societies as diverse as South Africa, Colombia, and Palestine asked how we can work together to recover from conflict and to create more confident and resilient societies.

Richard C. HELFER – Incoming Board Chair
As incoming Board Chair, it was exciting to start the year with a rigorous discussion of CLA’s new 5 year strategic plan at our annual board meeting in Phnom Penh. The next five years see us continuing our core activities in Cambodia, as well as increasing our outreach in greater Asia. Through artistic initiatives such as Bangsokol, and cultural programs on leadership, knowledge sharing and dialogue, we can share examples and experiences of Cambodia to emphasize the vital role of arts and culture in Post Conflict Societies.

Charley TODD – Board President
Looking ahead to 2017 I am awed by the exciting promise of the international tour of Bangsokol: A Requiem for Cambodia. Commissioned by CLA, with HIM Sophy as composer, Trent WALKER as librettist, and direction, design and visuals by Rithy PANH, Bangsokol seems the perfect expression of both grief and hope, bringing a message of the possibility for renewal within every society. During 2017, Bangsokol will travel to Taipei, Melbourne, Montreal, and New York, and from 2018 onwards to Paris, Phnom Penh, and many points in between. We thank you, our friends and supporters, for this momentous year, and look forward to seeing you at Bangsokol!
Thank you

Our work would not have been possible without the support of our donors, partners, supporters, and volunteers. We are truly thankful to everyone who has supported us this year.

Innovators ($30,000+)

- Anne H. Bass
- Common Sense Fund Inc.
- Dunn Family Charitable Foundation
- European Union
- Fresh Sound Foundation, Inc.
- John Burt
- Martin Dunn and Rachel Fine
- Robert Bosch Stiftung

Creators ($20,000+)

- Liz Keating via Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Prince Claus Fund
- The Bromley Charitable Trust

Patrons (10,000+)

- Alec and Anne White
- Alfred Munzer & Joel David Wind
- Alison J. van Dyk via Connemara Fund & Grace Jones Richardson Trust
- C. Dana White via Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Michael and Margherita Baldwin via Garfield Foundation
- Wendy Vanden Heuvel and Brad Coley via Vanden Heuvel Charitable Trust

Benefactors (5,000+)

- Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF)
- Charley Todd
- Hyatt A. Bass and Josh Klausner
- Japan Foundation Asia Center
- Jonathan Lee
- Ken Pelletier and Amanda Lao via Fidelity
- Charitable Gift Fund
- Ministère Des Affaires Étrangères et du Développement International
- Olivia Bernard
- Paul and Navyn Salem
- R. Kelley and Walter Bonn
- Robert Ellis and Jane Bernstein
- Stan Rosenzweig and Lauri Union

Sustainers (1,000+)

- Adrienne Rudge via the Rudge Family Fund
- Alice and William Burnham
- Andrew Wallerstein and Mary Sloane via Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Andy Bisky and Betsy Chafcoulloff
- "Anne MacDonald via Grace Jones Richardson Trust"
- Anne Murdock
- Asian Cultural Council
- Barbara Barron
- Bob and Gail Walker
- Brian Tobin and William Short
- Carlos and Devinyl Schonfeld
- Carolyn and Michael Malcolm
- Catherine R. MacDonald
- Chan Uoy
- Dana and Gregory White
- Friends of Khmer Culture (FOKCI)
- Grace Morgan
- Henry and Kathleen Chalfant
- Issa Van Dyk via Grace Jones Richardson Trust
- Jeanne M. Cortner
- Jeff and Allee Burt
- Jenny Lau
- Kunthary Deaiffier
- Lori Gross and Doug Campbell
- Marshall and Elena Jespersen
- Mary K. Read
- Michael Dean and Maykin Ho
- Michael Shnayerson
- Marquis George MacDonald Foundation
- Patrick and Mary Fowles
- Phnom Penh Players
- Phyllis Shikora and Douglas Cohen
- Sand County Charitable Foundation
- Scott and Chloé Seelbach
- Sevgi B. Rodan (with matching donation from the Merck Foundation)
- Shanny Peier & Cliff landesman via the landesman family fund
- Spencer Purinton
- Spiral Music Trust
- Sue Bienkowski and Wang Lee
- Susan Winthrop via Essex County Community Foundation
- Theda and Tamblin Clark Smith Foundation
- Theresa Wing Hines
- UNESCO International Fund for Cultural Diversity
- U.S. Embassy Phnom Penh

Supporters ($500+)

- Ann Diederic
- Ann Richards and William Nitze
- Anonymous Donor
- Beni Chhun
- Carol Dugger
- Corrinn Bonsheek
- Dara Hak
- Donald Wilson
- Heritage Camps for Adoptive Families
- Elaine A. Seiler
- Rachel Cooper
THANK YOU

Sally KENNEDY
Susan LAPIDES and Peter WILSON
Thomas ENGELMAN

CONTRIBUTORS (UP TO $499)

Aaron ROSENZWEIG
Adriana MANFREDI
Alan and Jean LIGHTMAN
Alex CARLEY
American Express Gift Matching Program
Anna M. PALMBOOM and Jeremy BECKETT
Anne and John WATT
Anne HARLEY
Anne O’KEEFE
Anonymous Donors
Antonia DAY
Arthur and Kevin PATTON-HOCK
Barbara and Arthur POWELL
Barbara and Robert SANDERSON
Barbara SCHNOOR
Barbara WASHER
Benjamin CARSON
Beth WELCH and Chuck CHRISTENSEN
Betsy COHEN (Gift In-Kind)
Bob ALISON and Nancy SULLIVAN
Burton and Harriet TEPFER
Carol BECKER
Carol OCKMAN
Carolyn J. SMITH
Catherine GRANT
Catherine SAMPLE
Charles & Helene SACRE
Chinary UNG
Chris ROBBINS
Cindy and Jon CALDER
Claire E SCHUB
Clare M. SULLIVAN
Connie BAHER
Courtney LUCKETT
Daniel J MCLAUGHLIN
Darlene FURDOCK
David BENAIM
David HOLDT
David KENT
David PRITCHARD
David SHAFFER and Ms. Zandy FORBES
David STOKER via Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Dean KHIEU
Earl and Jenni FAIRBANKS
Edward and Elaine BONOFF
Edward DOMBROWSKI
Elisabeth S. GOLDEN
Elizabeth BECKER
Evelyn ROSEN
Feye GRANT
Fiona CHEUBG
Florellyn FINE
Forest HANSEN and Valerie LAMONT
Gillian S. KELLOGG
GlobalGiving Donors
Gregory & Elizabeth ROBBINS
H HINDMAN
Heather C. FARIS
Helen JESSUP
Hilary BALLON
Isabel CAMPBELL-GROSS
Jacob SUDOL
James SHOMER
Janet E. HICKEY
Jean B. VOGEL
Jean MONAHAN
Jeanne H. THOMSEN
Jeffrey SHUMLIN and Evie LOVETT
Jim and Marjorie ROBOGEL
John and Sali RIEGE
John BARRY and Marion WINGFIELD
Joseph and Augusta STANISLAW
Judith B LAWS
Juli JONES
Kaooru KOMI
Karen RUDGARD
Katharine KING
Kathleen ROLAND-SILVERSTEIN
King’s Road Angkor
Kosal and Sukunthea KOM
Launa DEMONTEIRO-LOPEZ
Lauren SHAW and Paul FEINBERG
Laurent AMOYAL
Laurie A HARRIS
Lawrence FINSEN
Leah Jane COPASS
Lee DUGGER
Leslie BEDFORD
Loung UNG
Malini SOPHAL
Margery L. PETTERSON
Maria and Witt BARLOW
Marion WINGFIELD
Mark and Lynne WOLF
Mark BRADSHAW
MG TORREY
Michael ABRAMOWITZ
Michael and Katherine DUKAKIS
Michael BURKE and Martha J. JACOBUS
Michael LESTZ and Martha O’ROURKE
Monika JOUVERT
Natha RITHIPOL
Norbert SZALAI
Orlando GARCIA
Patricia and David BUCK
Patrick PARKER
Paul REMUS
Peg and David SUDOL
Philip HURZELER
Phyllis and Nicholas OREM
Poorani GOUNDAN
Pui Shan CHEUNG
Rachel SALTZMAN
Ravin PAN
Rebecca PERRIN
Renee BRANT
Richard A. and Denise L. PEARSON
Richard CUNNINGHAM
Richard EPSTEIN
Richard HELFER
Richard L. and Joanne PURINTON
Ron and Judy ABLow
Sady KARET and Rosemarie VEGA
Sally GIBSON
Samuel and Elizabeth OTIS
Sarah EISINGER (with matching gift from MassDevelopment)
Savathy CHHIUN
Seth HARTER
Shanny PEER
Shing-kwei TZENG
Sichan SIV
Sigal WILNAI TZOORE
Simone EK
Sodardhorn KHEN
Sothira MCDOWELL
Sovan TUN
Steven M PESNER
Susan NARUCKI
Susan UNG
Susanna GRAHAM-JONES
Tamara SILVER
Tep KANG
Thalia WHEATLEY and Andrew RICHMAN
The Cambodian Buddhist Society
Interested in supporting our work? There are many ways in which you can do this, all of which we truly appreciate. We welcome donations of any size, and in-kind support of materials and services. Our Development Team are always available to discuss corporate sponsorship, workplace and planned giving. We also run cultural trips for families, school, and groups, as well as our annual cultural delegation. Your support will help us implement, improve and expand our programs and sustain our operations, strengthening the Cambodian arts and culture sector.

To make a donation, or to find out more, please contact our Development Team at development@cambodianlivingarts.org.

We endeavor to recognize all of our supporters and try to ensure the information printed is accurate. If you have any comments regarding your acknowledgement, please contact our Development Team at development@cambodianlivingarts.org.
Thank you to RIN Dara, SOI Sedthakun, Hermione BROOKS, Jacob SUDOL, Emily YANG, KHOUTH Awatd, SENG Chansereypich, Jim HESTON, McKay SAVAGE, KRY Sosereybot, Florian GLEICH, Chean LONG, SENG Thavin, El Huyno, SONG Seng, Chenla Media, ROEUN Rina, PHEUN Srey Pov, PAKKA Photography, DIN Darathtey for their photographs.

Thank you to the team at Native Studio for designing this publication.